A new model to study the effect of turbulence on the cloud droplets in the condensation phase is proposed and its behavior investigated by direct numerical simulations. The model is a generalization of the one by Celani, Mazzino, Tizzi, New J. Phys. 10, 075021 (2008), where the droplet feedback on vapor is now explicitly taken into account. Physically, it amounts to considering the fact that when a cloud droplet increases its size, vapor is subtracted from the ambient with the net result of a local reduction in the supersaturation field. It is shown how this effect plays to reduce the broadening of droplet size spectra in the condensation stage and thus to produce results in closer agreement with observations.
Introduction
Understanding cloud formation and development is an issue of paramount importance both from the point of view of basic research and from more applicative purposes related to human activities on Earth.
1 Due to the huge amount of active degrees of freedom in a cloud, the problem of cloud formation and development shows formidable difficulties and this is why such phenomena are still not completely understood. The main problem to understand is related to the observed broad size distribution of small droplets which is not reproduced by classical air parcel models. The latter models indeed predict narrower size spectra for the condensation stage.
2
Only recently the crucial role of turbulence has been identified as a relevant factor for the broadening of size distribution of droplets in the condensation phase.
3,4
Previous attempts to model water vapor fluctuations 5, 6, 7 showed a limited level of spreading.
Very recently 8 , the model in Ref. 4 has been generalized in order to explicitly include the role of Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) as well as the solute and curvature effects. Unlike what happens in Refs. 4, 9, the growth process starts from an initial population of CCN and, more importantly, a complete evaporation of a cloud droplet does not imply its disappearance as in Refs. 4, 9, but simply that it leaves a 'bare' CCN from which a new growth process can be activated under favorable ambient conditions. The model in Ref. 8 qualitatively reproduces the observed broad distribution of the cloud droplet sizes. Actually, it manifests a tendency to overestimate the effect.
Our specific aim here is to introduce an important ingredient neglected in Ref. 8 , the role of which is expected 9 to reduce the spectrum broadening and thus to improve the performances of the model presented in Ref. 8 . The neglected mechanism is related to the droplet feedback on vapor which is now incorporated.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we propose a generalization of the Twomey model from two different points of view: in section 2.1 we include both the curvature and the solute effects into a standard classical framework; in section 2.2 we embrace a macroscopic Eulerian description of turbulent fields instead of the traditional Lagrangian approach given by the air parcel evolution. In section 3 we present the results of the numerical analysis of the model in two dimensions. Finally, in section 4 we draw some conclusions.
A Generalization of the Twomey Model

Lagrangian evolution of an air parcel
Taking into account non-linear terms in a Twomey framework, as completely shown in Ref. 10, the supersaturation s of a warm cloud parcel ascending with vertical velocity w obeys the following equation
where r l is the liquid water mixing ratio. A complete explanation of symbols in Eq. (1) is given in Table A1 . If we define
and we multiply both sides of Eq. (1) by 1 + s we obtain
On the rhs of Eq. (2) the first term represents the adiabatic cooling of the expanding ascending parcel, the second one is the vapor absorption due to droplet growth. Now the time derivative of the mixing ratio has to be made explicit in order to close the model. Writing it in terms of the mass δM l of liquid water contained in the air parcel, the mixing ratio can be expressed as the time derivative of droplet radii. Standard models for condensation stage do not take into account neither curvature nor solute effects, so that droplets grow at a rate proportional to s. Thus, the absorption term becomes proportional to nR m s, where n and R m are the number density and the mean radius of droplets in the air parcel.
Since the model presented here include also nucleation, allowing droplets to nucleate from a hygroscopic CCN and to release it again in case of complete evaporation, the variation of the liquid mass in the air parcel does not depend on the sole supersaturation, but also on droplet curvature and CCN sizes. The size evolution of the i-th droplet, which is subject to a supersaturation S i (t), is given by
where C R is the droplet growth rate due to condensation, c the curvature coefficient and h i the hygroscopicity coefficient a (whose complete expressions are reported in Table A1 ). The factor between brackets is a dimensionless Lagrangian term and we can recast it in the form L i (t)/R i (t), where
is a "condensation length" of the i-th droplet. The droplet grows by condensation or slims down by evaporation depending on whether L i is positive or negative, respectively. Eq.
. Now we are ready to compute the derivative of the liquid mixing ratio of the air parcel. Indicating with δQ the value of an extensive quantity Q computed for the whole air parcel (e.g. the total number δN of droplets in an air parcel with volume δV ), we obtain
where λ(t) = δL/δV is a condensation density of the air parcel: when on average condensation exceeds evaporation inside the parcel, λ results positive. The classical model is recovered if both c and h i vanish and S i = s is the same for each droplet. In this case, L i = R i s and λ = nR m s, as reported above.
Finally, let us define the vapor absorption rate C s = 4π(ρ w /ρ a )c s C R and put Eq. (5) 
Notice that no turbulent field is considered until this point: Eq. (2) refers to the time evolution of the mean supersaturation of an air parcel, which is moving with velocity w vertically; in updrafts s increases by adiabatic expansion and cooling, but could decrease as soon as droplets inside start to grow feeding on surrounding vapor (and vice versa in downdrafts). To describe the balance between these two effects, it is useful to introduce the dimensionless number
When F tends to zero, the droplet feedback on vapor is negligible, i.e. for low droplet densities or very small droplets or not enough supersaturated environments. In the classical description F = s/(G s wτ s ) ∼ 1 with s ∼ 1 %, w = 1 m/s and the absorption time τ s ∼ 15 s. Thus, in standard conditions this feedback plays an important role.
From the evolution of an air parcel to the turbulent fields
The approach given in the previous section is still classical. Indeed, the focus is on the evolution of an air parcel of given vertical velocity. Moreover, although both the supersaturation and the mixing ratio evolve in time, they are considered as mean fields. We know from literature that this mean field type approach is in contrast with the observed broadening of droplet spectra. 12 To solve this problem several effects have been included into condensation models. More specifically, it is necessary to consider local fluctuations of supersaturation, because droplets need to experience different values of supersaturation, in order to allow a non trivial spectrum evolution. Refs. 13, 3 showed that considering turbulent fields inside a small portion of the cloud, such as an air parcel, does not result in an appreciable spectrum broadening. The key to explain this failure, as proposed in Refs. 4, 9, 8, is to consider turbulent fluctuations in a large part of the cloud. Indeed, particles starting close to each other from an air parcel can span very different regions of the cloud in times of the order of one turnover time. Here, we want to embrace the same spirit, taking into account both droplet nucleation from CCN (not considered in Ref. 8 ) and the droplet feedback on vapor (neglected in Ref. 8) .
From a classical point of view the cloud is formed by a high number of air parcel moving inside it, some in updrafts, other in downdrafts. Every parcel has a supersaturation which evolves according to Eq. (6), where w can be either positive or negative. The basic idea is to consider w as the vertical component of the turbulent velocity field and to leave the Lagrangian approach given by parcels evolution, following the Eulerian behavior of turbulent fields (here the velocity and the supersaturation) in the whole cloud. Thus, the variation of s has to be computed with a material derivative along parcel trajectories and the velocity u is ruled by the Navier-Stokes equations. If we consider droplets as passive non-inertial particles, the complete model is given by the following equations:
for the two Eulerian fields u(x, t) and s(x, t) and
for the Lagrangian evolution of the N particles. Here p is the pressure field, f a forcing term and η i are independent white noises. In Eq. (9) λ is now a condensation density field coupling droplet evolution with the vapor field, with equation
where δN (x, t) is the total number of droplets present at time t inside a small volume δV centered in x and L i X i (t), t is the same given by Eq. (4) provided that it is computed along particle trajectories. Hence, in the absorption term C s gives the absorption time rate, whereas λ localizes where either condensation or evaporation occur.
Results
We performed a series of two-dimensional DNS of resolution 1024 2 of Eqs. (8)- (11), replacing Eq. (8) for the velocity field by the equation for the vorticity field ω(x, t)
where f ω is a random forcing. As customary we neglected the nonlinear terms in the rhs of Eq. (9), so that now G s w represents the adiabatic cooling and −C s b s λ the vapor absorption. Details on DNS are given in the appendix. To mimic several cloud situations and conditions, we can vary three main free parameters of the model: the turbulence intensity given by the dissipation rate ε, the CCN sizes R i (0) (or equivalently their mass m si ) and the number density of droplets n (which is proportional to λ). All these quantities can experience very different values in different clouds, e.g. ε ∼ 10 Also for n we tested different values in the reported range and we focused on the comparison between the cases with and without feedback. Usually droplets are distinguished in two populations, haze droplets and cloud droplets, having radii smaller and larger, respectively, than a critical value R c , which is proportional to the square root of the CCN mass. In a classical framework, if the environmental supersaturation is smaller than a critical value s c (as in our case, where CCN are put in the cloud when s = 0), every nucleated droplet slowly reaches a stable haze radius. We want to investigate whether and how much turbulent fluctuations can allow droplets to cross the curvature barrier and grow up to a size comparable with the one at which collection begins to play a decisive role.
A mark of the importance of turbulence in winning the curvature effect is given by the time trend of the number N c of cloud droplets present in the cloud, plotted at different dissipation rate, as shown in Fig. 1 . We observe that, independently of ε, a large percentage (15 ÷ 35 %) of droplets are able to cross the critical radius very fast. Then, a stationary number is reached, telling us that there is no mean flux of droplets between the two populations. This stationary separation is explainable as a reminiscence of the observed bimodality of droplet spectra.
It remains to understand why no more droplets become cloud droplets, whereas in the case without feedback reported in Ref. 8 a continuous growth of N c was observed. Clearly the role of the feedback is crucial here. Until no vapor absorption is taken into account, the fluctuations of s are not affected by droplet growth, continuing to feed it, and the mean supersaturation is fixed at zero. In Fig. 2 we can see what happens once the supersaturation field is able to feel droplet growth. On the left the trends of both s and s c (i.e., averaged on the trajectories of the N c cloud droplets) are shown. In the first stage s decreases to more and more negative values, whereas s c is positive. We can explain that with the fact that large positive fluctuations of s allow droplets to cross the critical radius; at the same time this condensation subtracts vapor to the environment, eroding those fluctuations. When no large positive fluctuations are still available, in supersaturated regions cloud droplets have no further sustenance to grow, while in undersaturated regions haze droplets have reached their stable radius, so that the system settles in a stationary state. On the right of Fig. 2 we observe that the mean square radius of cloud droplets does not grow indefinitely as in the case without feedback, but reaches a stable value. It is worth to notice that this mean value (here about 10 µm) is of the same order of the size at which collection starts to occur. Moreover, cloud droplets are big enough to be able to span the whole cloud without dramatically evaporating (as attested by s c , which oscillate around zero). The system seems to be ready for the third stage of cloud development, i.e. collisions and coalescence: one turnover time after CCN insertion, two populations of droplets are present in the cloud, one with small droplet sizes, the other composed of large droplets which can wander also undersaturated regions. Now we want to verify in a qualitative way whether droplets spectra are spread enough in order to start up collection. Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the spectra (on the left) and a comparison between the case with and without feedback (on the right). We can observe that, although taking into account vapor absorption results in a lower effect, a strong spectrum broadening is still evident. Notice that the separation between the two populations is clear there: the spectrum peak corresponds to haze droplet radii, whereas the long right tail to cloud ones.
Finally it is interesting to follow the feedback trend in time, as measured by the feedback factor F (λ and w of Eq. 7 are substituted by λ and w rms here, respectively). Fig. 4 shows that vapor absorption plays a decisive role only in the . Droplets feedback on vapor plays an important role at the beginning, as measured by the feedback factor F , which is the ratio between the two effects of vapor absorption and adiabatic cooling. Then, the system settles in a stationary state around F = 0. Indeed, in the first phase droplet growth has a relevant impact on the supersaturation field, eroding large positive fluctuations. Thus, in the second phase there is not enough vapor available in order to sustain further droplet growth and vapor absorption is strongly reduced. Here we have ms = 10 −16 kg and n = 3 10 7 m −3 .
first phase. Then, when large positive fluctuations of s are eroded and the system has reached a stationary state, the feedback tends to zero on average.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the effect of droplet feedback on the supersaturation field in the condensation phase. From the physical view point, we have incorporated in our previous model 8 the (local) supersaturation reduction occurring when droplets increase their size. Such local reduction of the supersaturation value is expected to act to counteract the role of turbulence to cause the spectrum size broadening observed in experiments. This expectation has been verified by means of direct numerical simulations in two dimensions where the feedback of cloud droplets 
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Symbol
Value Description Concerning the DNS, Eqs. 13 and 9 are integrated by a standard pseudospectral method on a doubly periodic square domain of length 2π and advanced in time with a standard second-order Runge-Kutta scheme with time step δt. As usual, in Eq. 9 the viscous term is substituted by a hyperviscous one, here of order eight, and a linear friction is added in order to prevent energy accumulation at the lowest modes; furthermore, the supersaturation field have been 2/3-dealiased. After more than about ten τ L a K41 stationary state is reached for both u and s and 5 10 
